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In this issue:


Finals rules
clarified

2.



Membership
is Due

3.

Timeouts are only permitted in major round games (finals). Each team is
allowed to call one timeout per major round game only. This includes any
overtime that may or may not occur and can only be called during a stoppage of play.
To be eligible to participate in major round games, all players must have
played a minimum of 5 minor round matches for that season.
Teams who do not field a female player shall forfeit 1 goal only, which is
recorded as a team goal to the opposition at the start of each game
(overtime or not).

Overtime Procedure Summary:

 If the score is tied at the end of regulation time; There shall be a 2 minute
break. Teams change ends and play an extra 20 mins, of ‘golden goal’
overtime (first team to score wins).

 Each team has 4 players plus a designated goaltender. (5 total).

 Timing is stop time for the extra period.

 During overtime a goaltender cannot be replaced by an extra attacker
unless during a delayed penalty call.
A shootout will occur if neither team has scored during the extra period.

 5 shooters per team of any gender.

 Shoot outs can be done two ways:

 Either

 (1) from the centre line and the player dribbles the ball towards the goal in a
continuous motion and has a shot or

 (2) the ball is placed 25 feet (8 mtrs) from the goal and has a direct shot.



In each case, the ball is dead if (1) the goalie saves or stops the ball (2) in
the case of the player electing to dribble in the ball he/she stops or reverses
the ball (3) the player misses. In all cases a miss is recorded.

Membership is Due!
Alan is preparing a list for each team and will bring out tonight for immediate
follow up of those that have not paid their membership fees. BASA cannot
function if funds are not available so please talk to those on your list and have
them pay what is owed. The system is easy just place the money into the same
envelope as that used for the weekly team fee and mark on the front who and
how much. Don’t forget to seal the envelope. A deadline of OCTOBER 16 th to
finalise payment is now deemed necessary. Hardship cases will be judged
on merit and something will be worked out as long as some form of contact is
made with Alan as Treasurer.

